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Abstract: Following Moore’s law and Bell’s law, miniaturization of electronic devices is continuously
transforming the human life and the society. The next generation miniature devices are envisioned to
ubiquitously connect physical objects in the world, digitizing cities, homes, industries, and human health
and medicine. The major challenge in building these emerging hardware platforms is achieving all the
desired sensing, computing, communication, and security functionalities under extreme power and size
constraints. In this talk, I will present our recent efforts on unconventional circuit and systems designs to
enable millimetric implantable bioelectronic medicine, and escalating security and intelligence of all sorts
of edge devices. We take holistic design approaches to alleviate the energy issues without compromising
system usability, exploring cross-disciplinary co-design opportunities from materials and devices, all the
way up to computing algorithms and programming languages. Specifically, I will present (1)
magnetoelectric power and data transfer technologies to millimeter-sized battery-free bioelectronic
implants, with system integrations and validations; (2) hardware-enabled foundational security primitives
and modules fitting stringent power and cost budgets; and (3) processing in-memory systems for deep
learning and stream processing with cross-layer designs.
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